
at that seed; chickadees may go after that last seed by crawling
inside. Once inside they can become trapped and die, “which is
a horrible sight,” reports Hughes. Never let the Mandarin get
too low on seed (or make sure that you have another feeder
available). Second, finches are crazy about it. Third, seed can
spill from the feeder at high rates. When birds eat unevenly
from one side, the feeder becomes unbalanced and high energy
birds such as starlings and finches can knock seed to the ground.
This seed can quickly become wet and moldy and become a
source of disease for birds.

GSP Feeder

Type: Hanging feeder
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room inside the GSP to hang a suet cake. Just attach the cake to
a wire and wrap the wire around the inside bolt. Woodpeckers
love this indoor dining.

*One birder, however, isn’t so sure about this. Walter Stolwein wrote a
poem, entitled “The Pest,” to express his concern over squirrels’ abilities:
“The squirrel is a furry bird / Or thinks he is, upon my word. / It hogs
the feeder’s costly seeds / Ignoring feathered birdies’ needs.”

The GSP’s drawback is that sometimes it’s hard to see the
birds. After a short time, the GSP becomes dirty both inside and
outside. There’s no problem seeing birds fluttering around
outside, but once they decide to venture in for a snack, they can
be hard to see. In addition, if the GSP rotates (or a squirrel
rotates it) so that one of the two seed cavities faces you, you
won’t be able to see birds inside at all.
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The Cardinal Barn and Other Wooden Feeders

Type: Wooden hanging feeder, usually constructed out of cedar
or redwood. (The various designs are all shaped like chalets,
with two glass or plastic sides, a redwood roof, base, and sides.
These wooden feeders can be hung or mounted.)

Seed Capacity: 3–10 pounds

Dimensions: Varies from roughly 12” x 10” x 9” to 20” x 15” x
12”

Attracts: Cardinals, finches, chickadees, titmice, blackbirds,
nuthatches, wrens, small woodpeckers, pine siskins, and
starlings. Considerable spillage also attracts mourning doves and
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The Hylarious

Type: Fortress post feeder

Dimensions: 9” x 12” x 17”

Seed Capacity: 8 quarts

Attracts: Cardinals, titmice, starlings, wrens, chickadees, finches,
blue jays, and mockingbirds; mourning doves are attracted to
the spilled seed.

The Hylarious is similar in design and function to the SPF.
Squirrels are prevented from entering the feeder by a shield that
closes over the opening to the seed whenever a squirrel steps on
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the platform. While the SPF is green, the Hylarious is red. Both
hold the same amount of seed.

There are some other differences between the SPF and the
Hylarious. The seed in the Hylarious sits on a horizontal shelf,
so not all the seed will be consumed. The platform that birds eat
from and squirrels activate is metal, not wood.

The Foiler

Type: Fortress post feeder

Dimensions: 9” x 11” x 14”

Seed Capacity: 10 quarts
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Attracts: Cardinals, titmice, starlings, wrens, chickadees, finches,
blue jays, and mockingbirds; mourning doves are attracted to
the spilled seed.

One thing you have to say about many birdfeeders: their names
get right to the point. The Foiler, another SPF-like feeder, works
by using a squirrel’s weight against him. As soon as a squirrel
steps on the perching platform, his weight causes the seed
hopper shield to cut off access to the seed. Sorry, Mr. Squirrel,
no snack today. The Foiler, available as a used feeder, has a larger
seed capacity than either the SPF or the Hylarious. It must be
mounted on a special post, however. Six holes stand between the
platform and the inside seed bin; these holes are designed to
prevent pigeons and other large birds from getting to the seed.
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fine if you don’t want them scattered all over your lawn, and not
so good if you’re averse to emptying the feeder frequently.

The feeder is well protected from most rains, but a storm
that blows rain horizontally will get the seed inside wet. The
Estate feeder is impervious to snow, as long as the snowdrifts
don’t grow taller than the height of the pole.
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minimum of inconvenience. Some birds will even eat from the
feeder on one side while a squirrel is snacking on the other.
Feeders with large seed capacities and good visibility are always
welcome.
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and pull the feeder toward them. They can also attack from
above by holding on to the ring on top of the feeder with their
claws and munching upside down. If squirrels are having a
difficult time eating the birdseed, they will eat the feeder. The
Cling-a-Wing is among the most often-chewed birdfeeders
around. Squirrels gnaw at the openings to make them bigger,
and they’ll gnaw at the plastic belt around the feeder’s equator.
As they attack, squirrels will manage to spill a considerable
amount of seed, which helps ground-feeding birds, but also
encourages other squirrels.

A large baffle placed close to the globe will keep squirrels
from reaching the seed. The baffle will also make it more
difficult to fill the Cling-a-Wing, but that’s a common trade-off.
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But if your feeder can be placed so that squirrels are unable
to approach it, the Window Chalet is a gem. You may have to
experiment to find out the perfect position to put it in.

The Window Chalet—and other window feeders—will stay
on your window longer if you attach the suction cups with
superglue. With superglue it will be able to resist a squirrel’s
weight.

*unless in the middle of a large window

The Dome Feeder

Type: Hanging feeder
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You would think by looking at this feeder that it would be
completely squirrelproof when retracted within the dome. And
it is—for a while. After a couple of days, though, some squirrel
will figure out the way to thwart the Dome Feeder. Beating the
Dome Feeder requires not so much smarts as it does athletic
ability, so usually the strongest squirrel wins, and there usually
isn’t more than one around who can do it. A squirrel defeats the
Dome Feeder by hanging onto the ring on top of the dome with
his hind legs, stretching over the baffle, leaning underneath the
baffle, grabbing onto the tray, and pulling it towards him. When
he leans, seed spills out the other side and less dominant
squirrels also feast. Each successive time it’s easier for the
squirrel to gain access to the feeder. Because the Dome Feeder
has such a small seed capacity, a squirrel can empty it in a hurry.
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The Songbird Table Feeder

Type: Open platform feeder

Dimensions: 21” x 18”

Seed Capacity: Several quarts

Attracts: Everything

The Songbird Table feeder can be a great feeder. The seed is
visible to all birds. It attracts both ground-feeding birds,
including cardinals and mourning doves, and birds that enjoy
feeding up high, such as chickadees and titmice. You’ll also see
blue jays, woodpeckers, and just about everything else that flies.
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*An overall rating is not possible given the peculiar nature of this feeder.
Depending on how you intend to use it, it can either be terrific or you
will be fending off squirrels all the time.

Suet Baskets

Type: Specialized hanging feeder

Dimensions: Less than 5” x 5” x 2”

Seed Capacity: 1 or 2 suet cakes

Attracts: Starlings, downies, and red-bellied, red-headed, and
other woodpeckers. Titmice also like suet, especially in winter,
as do chickadees. Finches will gorge suet in winter, too, as will
pretty much every bird.
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Replace the thistle in the feeder at least once a month to prevent
it from spoiling.

This feeder can be hung from a tree or mounted on a pole.

*Remember, this is a specialized feeder.

Thistle/Sunflower Feeders

Type: Tubular feeder

Dimensions: Varies, the most common is 16” long and about
2½” wide

Seed Capacity: About 2 quarts
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And they feel right for squirrels, too. Thus, baffles are a must
for thistle feeders. Because these feeders are so narrow, they can
usually be hung far enough from the tree trunk to prevent
squirrels from leaping to the feeder. If they do reach the feeder,
squirrels can either hang upside down and eat or stand on one
of the perches—it’s up to them.

If you mount your thistle feeder on a pole, be sure to baffle it
below (and above if there are any trees in the vicinity).

Like all feeders, thistle feeders should be cleaned on a regular
basis.

*Squirrelproofness depends on how you baffle and hang this feeder; by
itself, it’s open game for squirrels.
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The large baffle sways in the wind, which discourages birds
and may occasionally spill seed, but it does protect the feeder
from squirrels. Large birds aren’t crazy about the SBBF because
they can’t get under the baffle easily. But it is a chickadee
paradise. Birds are completely sheltered as they eat.

This feeder goes by several names, so keep an eye out for it
by its design.

Squirrels that land on top slip off the SBBF faster than they
fall off any other feeder. They’ll keep trying, but it takes an
exceptionally agile squirrel to get the seed in the SBBF. I can’t
imagine that a squirrel would gain more energy eating the seed
inside than it would expend trying to get inside.
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